Linking sequence patterns and functionality of alpha-helical antimicrobial peptides.
The rational design of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) with increased therapeutic potential requires deep understanding of the determinants of their activities. Inspired by the computational linguistic approach, we hypothesized that sequence patterns may encode the functional features of AMPs. We found that α-helical and β-sheet peptides have non-intersecting pattern sets and therefore constructed new sequence templates using only helical patterns. Designed peptides adopted an α-helical conformation upon binding to lipids, confirming that the method captures structural and biophysical properties. In the antimicrobial assay, 5 of 7 designed peptides exhibited activity against Gram(+) and Gram(-) bacteria, with most potent candidate comparable to best natural peptides. We thus conclude that sequence patterns comprise the structural and functional features of α-helical AMPs and guide their efficient design. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.